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nozzle shown in Fig. 1 can be employed only 
upon plane surfaced work and it will there 
fore be realized ‘that I do ‘not wish in any 
way to limit myself to the speci?c forma 
tion of the slotted edge of said nozzle as 
said edge may be formed in any desired 
manner to adapt it for use upon surfaces of 
different contours. For instance. in Fig. 3 
I have illustrated the nozzle with an arcuate 
wedge edge for applying paint to curved 
surfaces, this type of edge of course being 
obtained by bendingr the lower portions of 
the top and bottom members of the body. 
In Fig. 4 I have shown a still further modi 
?cation in shape.‘ the nozzle there shown be 
ing: adapted for use upon fluted work. 
In Fig‘. 5 I have illustrated a modified 

form of construction which may be em 
ployed with the various formsaof edges illus 
trated in Figs. 3 and 4. In this form of 
construction. ‘the body member consists of a 
circular head '23 and a cylindrical body por 
tion proper 24: into one end of which the 
head is secured. The other end'of the body 
member proper ‘ll is compressed ‘to brin_s_r 
its edges together as shown at '25 and the: 
edge thus formed is beveled in the manner 
previously described to provide the dis 
charge slot 26 corresponding to the slot 22 

As will be apparent from the draw-innr 
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of the nozzle shown in Fig. 1 of the drawinv. I 
It will of course be understood that in con 
structing this type of nozzle, the same care 
is employed in keeping the area of the slot 
26 less than the area of the inlet pipe to 
prevent all bubbling of the paint. 
Having thus described the invention, what 

is claimed as new is: A i 

A paint distributing nozzle including a 
hollow body formedwith an inlet opening, 
said body including a head. spaced triangu 
lan side members and top and bottom men'r 
hers. the head being inserted between the 
edges of the side members and top and bot 
tom members and the converging edges of 
the side members being formed with tongues 
seating in recesses formed in the adjacent 
edges of the top and bottom members he 

atween which the side members seat‘ the 
members being brazed or otherwise secured 
together and the top and bottom members. 
at their lower edges being beveled to form 
a slot between them. ' 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature 
in presence of two witnesses. 
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